KRUGER PARK
PHOTOGRAPHIC & BIRDING SAFARIS

Kurt safari is a well-established safari company specializing in many fields.
We have some of the best and professional photographic and birding guides.

ABOUT THE TOUR

Kruger park Photographic and Birding safaris with Kurt Safari

The Kruger national park is a vast wilderness region and home to Africa’s big
5, however it is also home to approximately 148 Mammal and 505 Bird species.
The park covers 20 000 square kilometers, and has many different eco zones.

The park is divided into 3 sections - each very different to

- this is real Africa. The world-renowned Kruger National

the next and each with its own climate. Some areas are

Park offers a wildlife experience that ranks with the best

perfect for birding, while others are great for photography

in Africa.

- sometimes we get to do both!
Kurt safari is a well-established safari company specializing
Out of the 517 species of birds found at Kruger, 253 are

in many fields. We have some of the best and highly

residents, 117 non-breeding migrants, and 147 nomads.

professional photographic and birding guides working with

Some of the larger birds require large territories or are

us.

sensitive to habitat degradation. Six of these species,
have been assigned to a fanciful grouping called the “Big

Photographic and birding safaris are all privately booked

Six Birds”. They are the lappet-faced vulture, martial eagle,

and your guides are carefully chosen for their expertise in

saddle-billed stork, kori bustard, ground hornbill and the

their fields. All guides are highly qualified and offer the best

reclusive Pel’s fishing owl, which is localized and seldom

knowledge according to the region they are in.

seen.
It is best to book in advance to ensure the availability of
Where nearly 2 million hectares of unrivaled diversity of

our guides.

life forms fuses with historical and archaeological sights

YOU DON’T TAKE
A PHOTOGRAPH
YOU ASK QUIETLY TO
BORRROW IT.
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The Kruger National Park is divided into 3 Sections

The South

The North

This is by far the busiest part of Kruger and receives over 70%

This is a special region very few

of the visitors to the park annually, however it has a greater

visitors get to experience. This is true

variety of wildlife due to different eco zones. Although it is

deep Africa. The north is special and

busier with tourists, we are still able to have some fantastic

wild and one needs a minimum of 3

sightings. The area is also home to 90% of the parks Rhino

nights to enjoy it in its full capacity,

population, so it is a good place to start the safari and is the

as it is extremely vast and remote.

closest region to Johannesburg.

Animals are harder to find and are
not used to vehicles. Large herds of

We spend our first 2 nights in the southern region.

buffalo and elephant are however
frequent. The North is a seasonal

Animals to be on the lookout for in this region:

region and best explored in the

Leopard/Rhino/Wild dog/Buffalo/Elephant.

months of April to Late October,
the dry and cooler weather periods.
Ultimately this is the best region in

The Central
Not as busy as the south, the central area is a more Savannah
biome region - offering more more plains game like Zebra and
Buffalo. The central area is the best lion region of the Kruger, a
lovely region and very different to the south.
we spend the next 2 nights exploring this region.

the Kruger for photographic safaris,
as one can sit for hours at a sighting
with little to no disturbance at all.
Animals to be on the lookout for in
this region:
Roan/Antelope/Eland/Tsesebe/
Elephant/Buffalo

Animals to be on the lookout for in this region:
Lion/Cheetah/Buffalo/Elephant

Photographic & Birding
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Photographic and Birding Safari
5 DAY KRUGER EXPLORER | 8 DAY TRANS KRUGER EXPEDITION
After 20 years of safari experience we have created the best possible safari. Not all clients have 8 days so we also offer the
4 Night, 5 Day Southern and Central Kruger Safari as well as the 3 Night Northern Extension Add On meaning a
7 Night 8 Day Safari.
We include:
•

Transfers to and from Johannesburg OR Tambo international Airport.

•

Transfer to Hazyview where you will meet the guide for your safari. We make use of Umbhaba Eco lodge in Hazyview as the
meeting venue.

•

Private vehicle and guide for the duration of your safari.

•

Accommodation is air-conditioned chalets within the various camps designed specifically for your safari and special requests.

•

Dinners and Breakfast will be at the rest camps restaurants, and your guide will have flasks of coffee and rusks for those early
morning departures.

•

Professional guide as per safari booked.

RANKED #1 ON TRIPADVISOR
FLEET OF THE MOST MODERN
SAFARI VEHICLES
SATSA BONDED & SATIB INSURED
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5 DAY KRUGER EXPLORER
DAY 1: Transfer to Kruger
& Afternoon Safari

DAY 2: Morning and Afternoon
Safari in Southern Kruger

BERG EN DAL OR PRETORIUSKOP REST CAMPS

BERG EN DAL OR PRETORIUSKOP REST CAMPS
We depart before sunrise every morning. Different times

Kurt safari Shuttle departs Johannesburg OR Tambo

of the year will mean different areas traveled. We rest

International Airport and lodges within a 5 Km Radius

every day between 11-2PM, and swim and relax before

early in the morning and travels east towards Hazyview

the afternoon safaris. Our aim is to photograph during the

where you will meet your Guide. You will then travel in an

best lighting. This region is the best for finding the great

open safari vehicle and this is where the true adventure

and threatened Rhino. One has the option of experiencing

begins. We enter the park in the afternoon for the first

optional night safaris booked through the rest camp.

safari, 2 Nights are spent in the Southern Kruger. We
enjoy our safari until the gates closing times. Dinner will
be at the local rest camp offering a variety of dishes.
Accommodation is in air-conditioned En-suite Rondawels
a traditional Kruger experience.

DAY 3: Morning Safari heading
to Satara Central Kruger
SATARA REST CAMP
This will be our last morning safari before heading north
towards the Central regions of the Kruger. This is a long
day as we spend most of the time on safari. Our Camp for
the next 2 nights will be Satara - a special and different
part of Kruger. We get to Satara around midday, check
into our rooms and depart on an afternoon safari. We
have a few dams that are great for late afternoons as
wildlife come to drink.

Photographic & Birding Tour
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5 DAY KRUGER EXPLORER
DAY 4: Morning & Afternoon Safaris Central Region
SATARA REST CAMP
We depart before sunrise every morning. Different times of the year will mean different areas traveled.
Satara is centrally situated so there are 4 directions to choose from in the mornings - making it a really exciting
destination. We rest every day between 11-3PM, and swim and relax before the afternoon safaris. Our aim is to
photograph during the best lighting. This region is the best for finding Lion. One has the option of experiencing
optional night safaris booked through the rest camp.

DAY 5: Morning safari to Hazyview, Return Shuttle to
Johannesburg
Our last early morning in the Kruger. Today we travel back to the Southern region towards Hazyview where it all
began. This is a lengthy journey and one often sees abundant wildlife in a short time as we travel a large distance in
1 morning. We depart Kruger at Kruger gate and honour the statue of the Great Paul Kruger who was the founder
of the great wilderness. We meet the shuttle bid farewell after a great safari.
Kruger never disappoints, come join on this great adventure.
The shuttle departs Hazyview and returns clients to the Johannesburg OR Tambo International Airport and lodges
within a 5 Km Radius, Please don’t book any flights departing before 20.00 pm as delays can happen.
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8 DAY TRANS KRUGER EXPEDITION
Clients with more time to spare can add on 3 Nights to the Great Northern region. From here we explore the great North, the
famous Luvuvhu rivers and Crooks Corner where Zimbabwe, Mozambique and South Africa meet.
The regions is vast and remote and great for photographic safaris. Predators are more commonly found within the Southern and
Central Kruger, but The North is the home to rare antelope species, like roan, eland and Tsesebe. The majestic baobab trees and
large herds of buffalo and elephants are an unforgettable experience. The area also offers incredible bird life. Expect to see packs
of lion and leopard as very few people visit this area.

Day 5: Satara to Shingwedzi Rest
Camp B/D
Today is a long drive passing the Olifants and Letaba rivers,
then the Mopani woodland region and we finally head
towards Shingwedzi Camp on the banks of the Shingwedzi
River.
This region of Kruger is truly special and remote, the camp
is quiet and one will spend the next 2 days exploring this
magical region.

Day 6: Morning and Afternoon
Safaris Northern Region
Today we will spend the morning exploring the Mphongolo
River loop, the special Boyela Waterhole and Babalala Rest
Stop. In the afternoon we will visit the Red Rocks loop to the
South West. Between October and April the afternoons can
be very warm so the mid-day is spent relaxing at the pool or
having a sleep with the cool air-conditioning units.

Day 7: Crooks corner, Luvhuvu
River Expedition
Today is a really exciting day as we experience a full day
expedition in the great Crooks Corner. We enjoy a braai
at The Pufuri RestStop on the Luvuvhu River, watching
elephants drink from the water. the Yellow Fever Tree
forests and the massive Baobab trees makes this one of
the most beautiful and unique areas the park has to offer,
yet one of the least visited. It is also one of the best birding
regions of Kruger.
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Day 8: Shingwedzi to Phalaborwa
airport or Hoedspruit
The last day will be an early morning safari and transfer
through the park hoping to see those last few animals or
birds. One can catch a return flight from Phalaborwa airport
to Johannesburg, and this is a preferred option as it will take
no less than 5 hours to reach Phalaborwa from Shingwedzi.
Flights depart midday to Johannesburg. The second option
is to continue to Hoedspruit with your guide and there we
catch a shuttle back to Johannesburg, this is a very long day.
please book accommodation in Johannesburg as flights can
be delayed and one can miss the connecting flight.

Included
•

Professional guide

•

Accommodation in Kruger’s rest camp with Air-conditioning and en suite bathrooms.

•

Private safari vehicle, Blankets, ponchos.

•

Breakfast and Dinners

•

Mineral waters on vehicles

•

Shared Transfers to and from Johannesburg

Excluded
•

Drinks and beverages

•

Gratuities

•

Flights

BEST SEASONS
Photographic Safaris: March – October
Birding Safaris: November - March

RATES
Rates: PP Sharing (Min 2 clients)
4 Night 5 day safari: R28 600 pp Sharing / Single supplement: R31 800 pp
7 Night 8 day safari: R47 300 PP Sharing / Single supplement: R52 900 pp

Photographic & Birding Tour
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ABOUT ARNO
PIETERSON
Photographic and Birding Guide
Arno Pietersen is 33 years old and has been working in the Kruger
National Park for the last 12 years guiding. He then became a
photographer and birder in the last 6 years of his career.
“I had many images published and took a few very famous images
in my last 6 years of Guiding Tourists through the bush.”
Everyone starts somewhere with a small camera and builds themselves up by experience and passion. For me it is a great
pleasure to be working with nature and helping others understand the balance thereof. I am an Olympus Pro camera user
and we strive to provide guests with the best experience by guiding/tutoring them to be a better photographer with the
gear they have.
Kruger National Park has some of the best wildlife and birding photographic opportunities in Africa, and I am here to guide
you through it and make it an unforgettable experience!
Come and join me on a Multi-Day Safari through the Kruger national Park in the South and the North, and become one with
your equipment and your surroundings!

ABOUT
GAVIN SIMS
Birding Guide
With a quarter of a century experience guiding wildlife safaris
through Southern Africa, I have developed a particular passion for
birding.
My tours not only take me coast to coast in South Africa but
throughout Namibia, Botswana, and Zimbabwe and even into
Uganda and Tanzania.
I am a registered National guide in both Nature and Culture. Looking forward to sharing my Knowledge and Passion with
you!

Photographic & Birding Tour
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ABOUT MARC
CRONJE
Birding Guide
“I was born in Johannesburg and my keen interest in Wildlife and
Birding comes from being brought up in the Johannesburg Zoo
where my dad was the curator of Primates and small cats.” Marc
often jokes and says he has been let out of his cage for the tours
he leads.

“The Lowveld has some incredible local birding and hosts some wonderful species. My idea is by acting as a local bird guide
I hope to get folks interested in some of the local bird and birding spots we have in the lowvled, and to get people to enjoy
the birds around them. In Kruger we have so many birds, and if we take the time to notice them we get to see so much more
than just the big 5.
The entire Park is great for bird watching, in summer the northern parts of Kruger- the Punda Maria, Pafuri and crooks area
has some of the best birding in South Africa. The Parks bird diversity is incredible, when the parked opened two weeks ago
since the start of lockdown I went in and recorded over 120 species of birds between Malalane and Lower Sabie-this was
in winter so it shows the incredible bird diversity on offer. The Skukuza area, the Golf club, Lake Panic and the nursery also
always has some great birding and wildlife on offer. “
I have done three virtual birding tours of the Kruger National Park, they can be found at: Kruger South: https://youtu.be/
LHwg3i6I7Go Kruger Central: https://youtu.be/ywOFOAO6OrE and Kruger North: https://youtu.be/-7LeBRRf-gQ
I believe wildlife and bird watching has a crucial role to play in wildlife protection and conservation. Eco tourism, avi tourism
and wildlife tourism bring in so much money and create so many jobs that we need to realize the importance of our wildlife
and our national parks. I believe our parks have a good solid future so long people realize the importance of them and how
they can benefit us all. I think we have realized with this Covid19 how important wildlife is in attracting tourists to our parks
and country. Wildlife has the opportunity to benefit people’s lives in the positive if we protect it.”

IF I HAVE EVER
SEEN MAGIC
IT HAS BEEN IN
AFRICA.
Get in touch
We would love to hear from you and work towards meeting all your safari
requirements.

68 Korhaan Street, Hazyview
South Africa 1242
Tel1: +27 (0) 63 718 5590
E-mail: online@kurtsafari.com

WWW.KURTSAFARI.COM

